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Anreise ins Gastland (Empfehlungen, Schwierigkeiten)
Travelling to the host country (recommendations, difficulties)

Leben im Gastland (Kultur, Unterkunft, Öffentlicher Transport, Essen, Lebenskosten)
Life in the host country (culture, accommodation, public transport, food, costs of living)
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Bei Auslandsstudien: Reflektion über das Studium
(Lehrveranstaltungen, Sprache, Lehrende, Studierende, Auslandsbüro an der Gastuniversität)
Bei Auslandspraktika: Reflektion über das Praktikum 
(Art des Unternehmens, Arbeitsaufgaben, Betreuung)

Study Mobilities: reflection on the study program 
(courses, language, teachers, students, International Office at the host university)
Traineeship Mobilities: Reflection on the internship program 
(Type of enterprise, work tasks, support)

Die Übermittlung des UFG-Reports an das International Office gilt gleichzeitig 
als Bestätigung dafür, dass der/die BerichtslegerIn mit der eventuellen 

Veröffentlichung auf der Website der Kunstuniversität einverstanden ist. 
Sollte die Verfasserin/der Verfasser damit nicht einverstanden sein,  

ist dies ausdrücklich im UFG-Report festzuhalten.

The submission of the UFG report to the International Office is at the same time  
confirmation that the author of the report agrees to its possible publication on  
the website of the University of Art and Design. If the author does not agree,  

this must be explicitly stated in the UFG report.
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	Text1: Visuelle Kommunikation Master
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	Text4: Berlin, Germany
	Text5: winter semester 22-23, sommer semester 2023
	Text6: Berlin is a fantastic city for an exchange.The culture and design scene is so developed and diverse that everyone can find anything he likes to do and to create. For students in the design and art fields, it's a cultural paradise. Berlin is a very big city, and it takes time to move from place to place, sometimes 40-50 min inside the city. The public transport is good, but there are a lot of delays with the train. It is not an expensive city, and it's easy to find affordable restaurants and parties without spending much money. The food scene is ok but could be better. Finding a flat in Berlin is challenging for all those reasons. The best affordable option is the student dorms. It is hard to find a WG apartment and even harder to find your own private flat, only for a ridiculous amount of money. When coming to Berlin, it is crucial to start looking for a place to stay in advance.
	Text7: Studying at the UDK was a great but challenging experience.Recommendations: The visual communication program at the UDK is a bit different: there are 6-7 "Klasse," which is the "major" of your practice during the semester, Z.b: graphic design, moving image, new Media, campaign, and more. I took part in the information design Klasse. Every semester, the class has a main theme. Every student chooses their focus by the structure of the course. This semester was about symbolism and understanding icons and pictograms as a visual language. I focus on language symbols in different languages and times. I received great support and feedbacks that helped me develop my project in the best and most professional way. The support, good feedback, and knowledge of my professors helped me become a better thinker and designer.Difficulties: The language barrier was a big struggle, I have a B1 German level, and was still very hard initially to be involved in what took place in class. Most of the time, everything was in German. I recommend that other students abroad only participate in this program if they have good German language skill. Some other classes are in the English language and are more "exchange students friendly" than some of the main Klasse courses.
	Text8: In conclusion- I had a great time during my exchange in Berlin. The UDK gives a great diversity of courses, and as a student, you can choose to take more courses and challenge yourself with a tight schedule or choose free courses or fewer courses and enjoy city life and culture. I enjoyed my course subject, my teacher's guidance, and the location of the faculty. The only thing that was a struggle was the German-level speaking and not many options for courses that take place in English. Also, it was a challenge to make friends with the "local" German students who had their inner groups and were less open and friendly to internationals (at least in the beginning). The summer semester was better than the winter because it had a great atmosphere due to the weather and outside activities. Berlin changed 180 degrees from winter to summer, and it's a great city to be in during this time. Finally, I would love to have the opportunity to take an external course from another faculty- a Z.b. drawing class from the faculty of arts or textiles.
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